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Gateway Development Corporation Releases New Animations of
Completed Portal North Bridge and Hudson River Tunnel
NEWARK – Gateway Program Development Corporation (GDC) today released two new animations
depicting the finished Portal North Bridge and Hudson River Tunnels projects at completion. The two
projects are the first in the Gateway Program and the most critical to replacing a 107 year old one track
in, one track out system that is increasingly failing 200,000 riders a day and causing delays that ripple
throughout the rail system from Washington to Boston.
The first animation shows the full build out of the Portal North Bridge project, which spans nearly 2.5
miles from Kearny to Secaucus, and includes the replacement of the 107 year old swing bridge over the
Hackensack River. The existing bridge gets stuck and causes substantial train delays when opening and
closing to accommodate river traffic – required by Federal law.
The second animation depicts the route of the new Hudson River Tunnel from New Jersey under the
Palisades and Hudson River to the west side of Manhattan. The new tunnel will be the first one built
under the Hudson in more than 80 years, and the first new rail tunnel since completion of the existing
tubes in 1910 by the Pennsylvania Railroad. Those tubes are in urgent need of rehabilitation and suffer
frequent outages from age and water damage due to inundation from Superstorm Sandy in 2012.
“With complicated transportation projects, it’s important that we show and not just tell,” said GDC Chief
of Public Outreach Stephen Sigmund. “These animations bring to life the two most urgent infrastructure
projects in the country, the 2.5 mile long Portal North Bridge and the two tunnels under the Hudson
River to Penn Station, that will unclog a bottleneck causing delays for 200,000 riders and day and
threatening 10% of the nation’s GDP. Such critical parts of our transportation infrastructure deserve to
be reliable, efficient and built for the 21st Century, and these animations demonstrate that that’s just
what the new Portal North Bridge and Hudson River Tunnels are.”
The new animations are available for viewing on the GDC website or YouTube channel.
###
The Gateway Program is the most urgent infrastructure program in the country – a comprehensive rail investment
program that will improve commuter and intercity services, add needed resiliency and create new capacity for the
busiest section of the Northeast Corridor (NEC). The NEC is the most heavily used passenger rail line in the country
hosting more than 2,200 train movements and 800,000 passenger trips daily. The Gateway Program Development
Corporation (GDC) is a New Jersey not-for-profit entity with Board members representing Amtrak and the States of
New York and New Jersey. It was incorporated in 2016 to oversee and effectuate the Gateway Program in
coordination with federal and local partner agencies. Follow the GDC on Twitter @GatewayProgNews.

